
Pooka’s Page for Grownups
Did any of you see NASA’s report of a small, unidentified, rectangular object orbiting the
earth?  It was my laptop.  I had launched it out the window in a fit of frustration when all
manner of programs (including my browsers) suddenly stopped working …. Just as I was
settling down to get this issue of Pooka Pages out.

Luckily, the laptop made a “soft” landing and Pooka and I were able to persevere, very slowly and making lots of
adjustments along the way.

But, in the meanwhile, many of you were probably wondering where your Ostara issue was!
The only way to find out was to stop by our Pooka Pages Team Facebook page:

www.facebook.com/PookaPagesTeam

This is always your best source for news, including being the first to know when a new issue has been posted!

Besides the occasional “Give-Away” where you have a chance to win items from our Elsie & Pooka Café Press
Store, we also share additional fun stuff for pagan kids. It’s a great place for you to questions or leave
comments and suggestions, share pictures of your little witchlings and familiars.

So, if you have a Facebook account, stop on by and “Like” us.  That way our posts will be on your newsfeed and
you’ll be sure to get any important information.

One thing that was recently shared on our Team Page was a link to Kyrja (author of the “Rupert books”),
reading aloud an Elsie & Pooka Ostara story.  I admit that I occasionally chuckle to myself when writing the
stories, but when watching Kyrja read them, I laugh out loud!

So, for those of you who missed it, cuddle the kids down in front of the computer and click on this link for some
fun story time with Kyrja:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IRqgmfA1go&list=PLwgcITyY9ue0abRuU22wLrjHd8Ysp_CId&index=12

Afterward, you’ll want to keep going – she has lots more for your little ones in her Ostara segment including
songs, lessons, chants, positive affirmations, a seed blessing and lots more for your little ones in her Ostara
segment including songs, lessons, chants, positive affirmations, a seed blessing and a guest appearance by Pagan
Dad,  Patrick McCleary, discussing March’s full moon… all presented in Kyrja’s uniquely colorful and entertaining
style.

That’s it for now…. Pooka and I, along with the members of our wonderful
Pooka Pages Team, hope you all have a deliciously magical Ostara!



Other Names: Vernal Equinox, Spring Equinox, Rite of Eostre,

Equinozio della Primavera (Strega), Alban Eiber (Druid), Festival of the Trees, and Lady Day.

Spring is here and day and night are in balance!  New life and fresh beginnings surround us as
Earth celebrates with bright colors, fresh fragrances and the songs of birds.  Eggs and hares
symbolize all the things being born now.  A perfect day for a breakfast picnic, an egg hunt or to
bless and plant your Spring Garden!
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Pooka’s Day

Pooka hurriedly finished his breakfast and cleaned his face and whiskers.

He then informed his witch that he’d be in the garden.

Elsie turned from the breakfast dishes she was washing up and smiled over her shoulder at the cat.  “I’m glad
you remembered!  After our Ostara Ritual yesterday, today is the perfect day for planting.”

Pooka’s shoulders sagged. He had forgotten.   There went his morning!

The next few hours were spent outside helping Elsie dig holes in the dirt.  Elsie used a trowel and Pooka used his
little paws.   After she’d carefully nestled a tiny seed or baby plant in its earthy bed, he helped pat them each in
and recited the “New Plant Blessing” she’d taught him.

When they were finished, he announced, “I’m going to go play now,”

Elsie dusted her hands off on her apron and said, “Matilda, the girl who works in the village bakery, is moving
into an apartment over the bookstore.  I promised I’d make a magical Home Blessing potpourri for her.  Would
you mind helping?”

Pooka liked Matilda… and he especially liked the bits of broken cookies she always saved just for him! After all,
he told himself, I can always go play when we’re finished. The little cat followed his witch through the garden
door leading into the herb room.  “What do we do?” he asked.

“I’ll add the ingredients and tell you what each one is for.  You concentrate on communicating with the herb
while visualizing what it’s supposed to do.”

“Okay!”   Pooka leaped onto the table and parked himself next to Elsie’s copper mixing bowl.

“Basil for money and prosperity,” Elsie intoned as she sprinkled green leaves in the bowl.

Pooka concentrated very hard on money (the paper stuff Elsie exchanged for his tuna sandwich at the café in
the village).

“Pink rose petals for love and harmony,” said Elsie.

“I love my witch,” thought Pooka and he focused on that.

“Lavender for cleansing the space.”

Pooka thought of his witch’s bubble baths which often smelled of lavender!

Elsie added some more herbs and then some oils.  By the time they were done, the little cat’s eyes were about
crossed from so much focusing and his tummy was growling.

“Lunch?” he asked eagerly.



“Yes,” she nodded, “and then it’s time for Lessons.”

After a yummy lunch of soup and grilled cheese sandwiches, Elsie cleared the dishes from the kitchen table and
then piled it with books, paper, pencils and crayons.

Together they sat and the little witch helped Pooka with his Lessons.  They included Astrology, Numerology and
Runes.  He studied Tarot, Herbs, Folklore and Mythology.  They even spent time discussing the magical
properties of various stones.  Pooka enjoyed it but, by the time they’d finished, several hours later, his furry
brain was exhausted and his little paw was cramped from taking notes.

Pooka stretched, elongating his body in typical cat-fashion, and told Elsie, “I’m going out to play now.”

She said, “Okay.  Don’t go far though.  Tonight’s the full moon and we have a lot of work to do!”

Pooka sighed and curled up in his basket on the hearth.  “Maybe I’ll just rest instead.”

That evening, Elsie cast her circle and Pooka diligently patrolled its perimeter, reinforcing the barrier and staying
alert for any “leaks”.  He helped her raise the cone of energy, delighting, as always, in the swirling colors that
were clearly visible to his feline eyes.  Then, as she lit her candles and incense, he joined her on the altar and
lent his own focus to her magic.  In fact, he focused so hard his whiskers got singed by the heat from the
candles.

It was very late when they finally closed their circle and climbed the stairs to bed.

Pooka was still tired the next day.  Thistle, the fairy found him shortly after breakfast, his body stretched in a
patch of sun on the steps leading to the cottage door.

“There you are!” she exclaimed as though she’d made a Great Discovery.

Pooka wondered groggily if he’d been lost?  He decided not since he’d known exactly where he was.  The cat
yawned.

Thistle leaned against his soft belly fur and began idly
braiding his singed whiskers “You’re so lazy!” she
said.  “Do you have any idea how much work it is
being a fairy?  Especially in the Spring Time!    We
have to fly all over and tell the plants to grow.
Sometimes we even have to remind eggs to hatch
and make sure the worms in the earth to wake up
and get busy.  It’s exhausting!”

She looked up at him scornfully.  “I wish I could be a
witch’s familiar!  All you have to do is eat, sleep and
play in your stupid catnip all day!”

Pooka opened one eye and imagined how a single
swipe of his paw could send the annoying pixie
bouncing down the steps like a cute little ball.  He
decided it wasn’t worth the effort.

Instead, he went back to his nap knowing that any moment Elsie would be calling him in for his Lessons.



Ostara Garden Blessing
by Carmen Sanchez

Planting a garden, be it large or small, inside or out, is a wonderful way to
celebrate Ostara. When you are ready to plant your seeds, take some
egg shells from your hard boiled Ostara eggs, crush them and with your
hands and mix them into the soil. This is not just wonderful food for your
plants, it is also a symbol of life renewed and you are ‘recycling’ your egg
shells as well. This is a wonderful way to use them rather than just
tossing them away.

Next, plant your seeds in the soil and water lightly every day as you wait for the seeds to sprout…it is truly
magical when this happens.

Once you have planted your seeds, find a comfortable place to sit and reflect on your garden. Meditate with the
following words:

With my hands I have tilled the Earth,

I know the measure of Her worth.

For as the seeds grow strong and tall,

I know that I am a part of it all.

With egg shells mixed in for life anew,

And nourishment from the morning dew,

With the Earth, the Water, the Air and Fire,

May these plants blossom, is my desire.

For as the seeds sprout and start to bloom,

I will see new life and new growth in Nature’s room.





Ostara Rainbow
Cake

Matilda, Elsie’s young friend at the
bakery, shared this recipe with the
little witch… and Matilda found it
on a blog called “Cooking with
Sugar” by Arlene Cummings.  Elsie

had so much fun making this easy recipe (and Pooka had so much fun eating it!) that they couldn’t wait to share
it with YOU!

It’s perfect for Ostara with lots of room for Little Kitchen Witches to be creative.  Add pretty sprinkles.  Stick a
white chocolate Ostara bunny in the center and scatter colored jelly beans around the outside on green coconut
“grass”.  Have fun!

You will need:  a box of white cake mix, at least 1 container of white colored frosting, assorted food coloring.

First, have a grownup heat the oven to 325.  Then, VERY
generously grease a tube cake pan (like the one in the
picture.  Make the batter from a box of white cake mix.
Divide it among 3 bowls.  Add yellow food coloring to one
bowl, red food coloring to another to make it pink, and then
mix the blue and red coloring in the 3rd bowl to get purple.

Pour half of the yellow batter into your pan.  Carefully pour
half the pink batter over that.  (Be careful not to stir or mix
them up!)  Then pour half the purple batter in.  Repeat this
one more time with the yellow, pink and purple batters.

Remember: Don’t stir or you’ll mix the colors!

Bake the cake the way the box says, let it cool for 10 minutes, then remove from pan.  Let it cool all the
way…about 1 hour.  (You can wait that long, right?)

Then, take a carton of white frosting and divide this into 3 bowls.  Microwave one of the bowl on high for about
10 seconds and stir in yellow food coloring.  Do the same with the 2nd and 3rd bowls, making one pink and the
other purple.

Here’s the really fun part:  While each frosting bowl is still warm,
use a spoon to drizzle frosting over the cake going back and
forth until it’s covered with yummy frosting.

Now, DECORATE SOME MORE!   Use your imagination…and jelly
beans, candy eggs, chocolate bunnies, Peeps chickens, sprinkles,
even edible flowers from the garden….whatever you can find.

What a great dessert and centerpiece for your Ostara table -
And YOU did it!





Dear Little Witches,

Pooka wanted an issue of his magazine to be all about magic. Wasn’t that a

lovely idea? Clever Pooka! What Pooka didn’t say though, was what kind of

magic he wanted us to write about. That was a bit hard but, after a think, it

became obvious what to write about – cat magic!

If you are lucky enough to have your own little cat, you know what wonderful

friends they are and how loving they can be. I bet you enjoy snuggling into

their fur and hearing them purr as you cuddle them. People have loved cats for

many, many centuries. Some cultures even worshipped them.

Can you imagine worshipping cats? The ancient Egyptians did. They had a lot of

Gods and Goddesses and one very important Goddess, called Bast. She had the

body of a woman and the head of a cat. The Egyptians worshipped her

because they knew that cats were good at keeping mice and rats away from

their food and they were very thankful for the help cats gave humans. It was

considered a great crime in ancient Egypt to harm a cat and the Egyptians painted cats on their walls and made

beautiful statues of Bast. Cats are very good at wandering into magic circles or falling asleep on your sacred

space and special things, aren’t they? Do you think this is because our cats know they used to be worshipped in

ancient Egypt and have never forgotten about it? They know they are welcome in special places.

Another Goddess who is associated with cats is the Norse Goddess, Freyja. She had two black cats that pulled

her chariot. Doesn’t that sound lovely – wouldn’t you like to travel to school like that!

There’s a very special sort of cat in Japan and China, called a maneki-neko, the lucky cat. You’ve probably seen

these in shops and maybe you have one at home – the happy, smiling cat that waves. The waving brings good

fortune in to the home or business and the other arm kept close to the body is to keep the good fortune in the

house or business where the lucky cat lives.

There are lots of superstitions and old beliefs about cats and some of them are really strange. People in olden

times used to believe that witches could turn into cats, as well as other animals. Wouldn’t it be great if that was

true! You could have a wonderful afternoon being a cat or a rabbit and then change back to yourself in time for

tea.

I live in a fishing village and there are lots of superstitions to do with the sea here. The village is built on the top

of a cliff and there is a big hill leading down to the harbour where the fishing boats are berthed. One

superstition is that if a cat walks across their path when they are walking down the hill to the boats, the

fishermen just turn around and go home. The cat is telling them a storm is on the way and it isn’t safe to go out



to sea no matter how good the weather looks. People believe that cats can predict the weather and if cats sit on

the inside of a window just looking out, there is rain coming.  In Scotland, black cats are thought to be lucky if

they run across your path but in other places, people think they are unlucky. Perhaps they don’t really

understand the magic of cats?

An area of Scotland is named after the cat: Caithness. One meaning of the name is ‘people of the cat’ and there

are two reasons why this might be. The first one is from stories. There are lots of stories from Caithness about

the Cait Sidhe – the fairy cat. This is a big, black cat with a white tuft on its chest. It is much bigger than your cat

and it can be a ferocious hunter or a fantastic help, depending on how nice the people around it have been. The

fairy cats are shy cats and no-one could ever make them pets, but they were excellent at keeping mice and rats

away from food and people were grateful to them for that, just like the ancient Egyptians were too.

The other possible reason that Caithness was once known as the land of the people of the cat comes from our

animals and the very special cat we have in Scotland – the Scottish Wild Cat.  These look a bit like a huge tabby

cat, with tufty ears and ringed tales. They look quite cute, if huge, but make no mistake; they are a wild animal

and are definitely not for petting! Scotland is the only place you find these cats and they live in the wilds. Some

of them seem to have mated with feral cats and there is another breed of huge cat in the wild too, called a

Kellas cat. These are huge, black cats that are very shy… maybe some of the stories of the fairy cats are based on

these?

We all know how magical our cats are and how wonderful it is to have our own in our lives.  They have lots of

secrets and I hope you’ve enjoyed reading about some of them here. But one of the really important things that

cats can teach us is how to be ourselves. Cats are very independent and know their own minds. They do as they

please and don’t feel the need to follow the crowd or do things they don’t want to just to please other people in

their friendship groups. Be like your little cat and never let anyone who says they are your friend try to make you

do something you don’t want to do. Isn’t that a magical thing for our cats to teach us?

Till the next time,

Fiona Tinker

Videos: http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/life/Wildcat http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGwAvJndHwU

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kellas_cat





Jimmy Sees Something Amazing
by Evelien Roos

Last Imbolc, Jimmy had moved in with Isobel and he had not

expected time to rush by so fast. It was now halfway through March
and the trees were budding after another harsh winter.

Isobel was in her kitchen and busy preparing a nice herbal tea, when Jimmy scuttled in from his box next to the
hearth, where he had spent the remainder of his hibernation, although he had been awake much more, since he
was in a nice, warm living room and not in the cold, snow covered forest.

“Well, hello there Jimmy. Out and about again?” She bent over and picked Jimmy up. She put him on the
counter and he started sniffing around all the herbs.

“This smells wonderful, Isobel. What are you making?”

Isobel smiled and dipped her mesh ball filled with herb into her tea glass, making the hot water cloud up with
red. “Just a tisane from Hibiscus and apple. A little pick me up. I’ve been feeling a bit drawn.”

She turned to the chopping board and pulled a jar of honey towards her.  She heard Jimmy gasp behind her and
turned to him questioningly.

“What is THAT?” Jimmy exclaimed. Isobel blinked and looked at the jar in amazement.

“Just honey. Bees make it from nectar and pollen” Jimmy looked at the jar in awe. “What makes it glow like
that?”

Isobel was completely nonplussed. “Glow?” She eyed the jar again. Nothing noticeably glowing, or even
shimmering, about it. “What do you mean glow?” She asked Jimmy.

He turned his eyes to her with difficulty and answered: “Don’t you see it? It looks wonderful! Like the Sun is
shining from the jar itself!”

Isobel picked the jar up, turning it this way and that, but it was just plain, golden honey in there. She shrugged
and poured a dollop into her steeping tea.

Jimmy sighed and said: “Now your tea is glowing and it looks like it’s made of pretty, sparkling red stones like
the one you have on your necklace. Even the steam is sparkly.”

Isobel touched her ruby necklace and sipped her tea carefully. She felt the soothing and invigorating brew slip
down her throat and warm her from within.

Jimmy sighed again and whispered: “Even you are glowing now.”

Isobel looked down at her belly and did not see a single thing. “Sorry Jimmy I’m stumped. I don’t see it and am
not sure what it is you are seeing.” She told him, a bit disappointed.



Jimmy sauntered into the sunlit garden and sat next to a patch of crocuses. There he pondered about the
strange glow from the honey jar, but could not make heads nor tails from it. He heard a noise at the edge of the
garden and looked around to it.

A white hare hopped into the garden and made a beeline towards him.  “Hello Jimmy!” it exclaimed.

Jimmy blinked and then recognized the hare as the Companion of the goddess Ostara. “HI!” he answered
happily. “What are you doing here?”

The hare sat on his hind legs and sniffled. “My Mistress wanted me to explain to you that she’d given you the
ability to see Magick at times. It would look like the thing containing Magick is lit from within.”

Jimmy’s jaw dropped. “Like The Sun was shining from it?” he asked swiftly.

The hare wrinkled his nose and then said: “Yes, Exactly like that!”

Jimmy laughed and told the hare about the jar of honey.

“That can very well be.” It said. “Honey is a very powerful medicine and used in a lot of Spells.”

The friends chatted away for a while, until the Sun started to sink and it got decidedly colder. Jimmy said
goodbye to the hare and told him to thank the Goddess for her Gift. Then he went inside and told Isobel about
his day.

A week or so Isobel asked Jimmy to help her with something. She was asked for a cold medicine for a girl that
had final exams after the coming weekend and felt unfit to study for it. “Actually, I am a bit unsure about my
ability to pick the right herbs for this tea.” She admitted to Jimmy. “I thought you might know something about
herbs.”

A bit uneasy, Jimmy looked around the kitchen. He was a forest dweller, but how to use herbs to heal? He just
ate what he felt like and often it helped. Then he spotted something. One of the bags on the counter glowed,
like the honey a week back. He scuttled over to it and said: “This one.”

Isobel picked it up. “Lemon balm. All right.”

Another bag, on the shelf, glowed too. So Jimmy told
Isobel.

“Elderflower???” Isobel raked her brain to remember
what it could do. “Of course! It helps sweating, to purify
the body…” She beamed at Jimmy. “You’re doing fine!”

All in all they gathered about five or six herbs and Isobel
took her mortar and pestle to start mixing.

To Jimmy all the herbs had a very own colour of light, mostly a greenish hue, but as soon as Isobel started to
pound and mix them, the colours swirled together and blended onto a wonderful, white light that felt almost
like there was a God or Goddess present. Then Isobel moved her hands about the herbs in a Blessing and from
her hands a golden light got added, making it feel all warm and fuzzy and… well healing.

“I think, Isobel, that you did real Magick there.” Jimmy beamed up to her.



Runes
by Christine Lynn Hostetler

Eihwaz, Eon, Yr, Ihwar, Ihwaz
ALPHABET: EI, I, or Y
MEANING: Mountian Ash, Yew Tree, Defense, & Flexibility

Time for a history lesson! This is a really important rune. This is Odin's Rune,
representing the Yew Tree of the Yggdrasil (tree of life) and his discovery of the Runes.

For nine days, Odin hung upside down from this tree in pain without food or water. At
the end of the 9 days; he saw the runes form within the Yew Tree, picked them up and
then fell from the tree healed and full of life once again. (Hence the stories of the Tree
of Life! Pretty cool, huh?)

This rune can represent strength as well as flexibility; OR, it can be a warning of
something bad about to happen. To be able to figure it out, you must look to the

other runes you have drawn with it. ( I'm hearing you! "We haven't done that yet?!?!" I know, but patience
younglings...all in due time. We will learn that once we get through all of the Futhark. I promise)

This rune is also good for defense and protection. So here is our exercise for this issue:

EXERCISE: You will need some Sculpey Clay, cotton cord or a ribbon, a toothpick, and help from your grown up
(because the oven is needed to harden the Sculpey Clay)

Smoosh the Sculpey Clay in your hands till it becomes soft and workable. (You may need help for this). While
you are working the clay, focus positive energy and protective thoughts into your working. Once it's soft enough
to work with, roll it into a ball and then a log. Cut a piece off and flaten it a bit. Take the toothpick and poke a
hole through the top. (This is where the cord or ribbon will go later.)  Then take the toothpick, carefully draw
this rune into the clay (be careful not to go all the way through the clay). Now you need your grown up to do this
next part.

Adults, follow the directions on the package. Keep an eye on it though, because depending on how big or thick
the project is may vary it. (You may also want to use a foil sheet or an old cookie sheet for this) Once it is baked
and cooled, we can thread the cord or ribbon through the hole and tie it so it can be worn around the neck.

And TA DA!!!!!!! Your very own protection amulet!

Perth, Perdhro Pear Pailt
ALPHABET: P
MEANING: Fate, Chance, Unknown Secret, Finding something lost

This is a pretty simple rune. Drawing this may mean you may encounter
something/someone in the near future, come across a secret of some sort; or
have an unexpected gain in something.

Maybe a good friend moved away and is now moving back? Maybe you get a
reward or raise in allowance for being a good helper and doing a great job. Or
you might find a lost toy, knick-knack, or piece of jewelry. Whatever it may be,
be thankful for your blessings and the return of whatever was lost.
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During early Spring, Elsie loves to go out in the forest by her cottage where sweet violets are blooming
beneath the trees. For just a few moments, the air is filled with the most beautiful fragrance – and then,
like the whisper of fairy wings, it is gone! That’s because this funny flower likes to play tricks on your
nose.

Magically, Violets are used for good luck and divination. Carrying the flowers is said to bring you good
luck and the dried petals are often added to Dream Pillows.

Sweet Violets are wonderful for when you have a bad cough or chest cold. They will also ease the sore
throats and headaches that people sometimes get when they’re sick. You can use the leaves and
flowers to make a tea – or you can take your medicine in an even tastier form…

Violet Syrup

Pick about 4 cups of fresh violets. Rinse any dust
off and put them in a deep bowl. Pour 2 cups of
boiling water over them, cover the bowl and let it sit
in a warm room until the same time tomorrow.
Strain the liquid through a colander that’s been
lined with cheesecloth or you can use paper coffee
filters.

In a saucepan, boil 2 cups of water with 6 cups of
sugar and the juice from one lemon until it makes a
thick syrup. Add the violet water and boil about 10
minutes longer until you again have a nice syrup.

Take a spoonful of this whenever you need to. Or
you can make a wonderful drink by putting a couple
of spoonfuls in a glass with ice cubes and soda
water. You can even try it on pancakes!



(For older kids….)

Violet.
As you might know by now, I am a true Dutch girl, and here in
the Netherlands, this herb is actually called “Maarts Viooltje”
meaning March Violet.

Violets are a sturdy plant and roots, leaves and flowers are all
used as medicine. The flowers are harvested in Spring (YEY!)
and the roots in Autumn. Leaves can be gathered all year
round.

Violets are very good for the respiratory system. It works
wonders for:

 Bronchitis. You use either root or flower decoctions.
Steep one tablespoon of dried flowers per cup of water
for a few minutes, Drink 2 cups per day. OR make a
decoction of 50 grams of root per liter of water for
about 10 minutes. Take three cups a day (Maybe
sweeten it with honey.)

 For a nasty cough, dry or productive, use an infusion of
dried flowers. Half a teaspoon per cup, a couple of cups a day. Or even make a cough syrup: 1,400 grams
(7 cups) of sugar, 1 liter (4 cups) of water, 6 tablespoons of dried flowers. Boil the water and when it
reaches boiling point, turn off the heat, pour in to a sealable container and add the flowers. Close the
container tightly and let stand for 12 hours. After this, strain well and add the sugar. Mix well until it
forms a syrup.  Use a couple of glasses a day to get rid of that nasty cough!

 Fever: use a spoonful of flowers steeped per liter of water. 2 to 4 cups a day.
 Colds and flu: an infusion of dried violet flowers with lemon juice helps lessen symptoms; make a tea of

a spoonful per cup and add a little lemon juice. Three cups a day.
 Asthma: 3 daily doses of 13 drops of Violet tincture will help ease the breathing, fight the inflammation

and clear up the mucus. Pharmacies and Herbalists have this tincture)

Also the digestive tract can be much helped by using violets.

 Two cups a day of infusion made from a spoonful of dried flowers per cup will help with gastritis, ulcers
and even constipation. For a more drastic treatment of constipation, up the dose by a cup. (Careful!
Violets are laxative pretty fast)

(For older kids….)

Violet.
As you might know by now, I am a true Dutch girl, and here in
the Netherlands, this herb is actually called “Maarts Viooltje”
meaning March Violet.

Violets are a sturdy plant and roots, leaves and flowers are all
used as medicine. The flowers are harvested in Spring (YEY!)
and the roots in Autumn. Leaves can be gathered all year
round.

Violets are very good for the respiratory system. It works
wonders for:

 Bronchitis. You use either root or flower decoctions.
Steep one tablespoon of dried flowers per cup of water
for a few minutes, Drink 2 cups per day. OR make a
decoction of 50 grams of root per liter of water for
about 10 minutes. Take three cups a day (Maybe
sweeten it with honey.)

 For a nasty cough, dry or productive, use an infusion of
dried flowers. Half a teaspoon per cup, a couple of cups a day. Or even make a cough syrup: 1,400 grams
(7 cups) of sugar, 1 liter (4 cups) of water, 6 tablespoons of dried flowers. Boil the water and when it
reaches boiling point, turn off the heat, pour in to a sealable container and add the flowers. Close the
container tightly and let stand for 12 hours. After this, strain well and add the sugar. Mix well until it
forms a syrup.  Use a couple of glasses a day to get rid of that nasty cough!

 Fever: use a spoonful of flowers steeped per liter of water. 2 to 4 cups a day.
 Colds and flu: an infusion of dried violet flowers with lemon juice helps lessen symptoms; make a tea of

a spoonful per cup and add a little lemon juice. Three cups a day.
 Asthma: 3 daily doses of 13 drops of Violet tincture will help ease the breathing, fight the inflammation

and clear up the mucus. Pharmacies and Herbalists have this tincture)

Also the digestive tract can be much helped by using violets.

 Two cups a day of infusion made from a spoonful of dried flowers per cup will help with gastritis, ulcers
and even constipation. For a more drastic treatment of constipation, up the dose by a cup. (Careful!
Violets are laxative pretty fast)
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decoction of 50 grams of root per liter of water for
about 10 minutes. Take three cups a day (Maybe
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dried flowers. Half a teaspoon per cup, a couple of cups a day. Or even make a cough syrup: 1,400 grams
(7 cups) of sugar, 1 liter (4 cups) of water, 6 tablespoons of dried flowers. Boil the water and when it
reaches boiling point, turn off the heat, pour in to a sealable container and add the flowers. Close the
container tightly and let stand for 12 hours. After this, strain well and add the sugar. Mix well until it
forms a syrup.  Use a couple of glasses a day to get rid of that nasty cough!

 Fever: use a spoonful of flowers steeped per liter of water. 2 to 4 cups a day.
 Colds and flu: an infusion of dried violet flowers with lemon juice helps lessen symptoms; make a tea of
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 Two cups a day of infusion made from a spoonful of dried flowers per cup will help with gastritis, ulcers
and even constipation. For a more drastic treatment of constipation, up the dose by a cup. (Careful!
Violets are laxative pretty fast)



 Vomiting: violets can be used to either induce vomiting OR to prevent vomiting! To induce: use a
decoction for 10 minutes of a tablespoon of crushed, dried root per cup of water. After boiling all this
time, about half your water will be gone, then add a table spoon of sugar and sip this little by little, a
teaspoon at a time, while still warm. To avoid vomiting, decoct a teaspoon of dried flowers per cup of
water for about 3 minutes. Take a couple of cups a day  to settle the stomach and remove vomit.

A cup a day of the infusion of half a teaspoon of dried flowers per cup is also beneficial for inflammations of the
bladder, urinary tract or the kidneys and reduce hypertension.

Furthermore an infusion of a spoonful of dried flowers per cup is a great gargle for sore throats and tonsillitis.

Since this is a bit of a special Pooka Pages, I also looked into the Magickal properties of the Violet. I will start off
by quoting Elsie herself on her page “the  Gruenwold Cottage.”

Violet: (Old fashioned sweet violet) for truth. Guards against deception and creates an atmosphere of trust
and honesty.

This is a pretty accurate way of putting it. The violet is associated with tranquility and peace. The leaf offers
protection from evil, and can be sewn into a pillow or sachet for a new baby. Carry the petals with you to bring
about luck and enhance nighttime magic.

These pretty purple flowers are everywhere in the spring and early summer, so it’s a perfect opportunity to do a
bit of flower magic. Dry the flowers in the sun, and use them in an incense blend to bring about sweet dreams
and restful sleep. You may even want to sew them into a pillow like a Dream Pillow.

Take a square of plain muslin or cotton, and place a bundle of freshly picked violets in it. Tie the square shut and
hang it over the faucet in your bathtub. Run hot water, and allow the steam to spread the deliciously sweet
scent of violets. Use this as a relaxing, cleansing bath prior to doing rituals or spell work.

Violet crowns (chaplets) are said to cure headaches, dizziness, bring sleep, and calm anger. Violets are mixed
with lavender, apple blossoms, yarrow, and roses in love potions.

Custom says that if you pick the first violet of spring your dearest wish will be granted. Violets offer us the
virtues of modesty, simplicity, serenity and peace, and they are a source of inspiration and good fortune for
women.

Such a small and humble flower, SO rich in both medical and Magickal properties!

Well, that’s it for this issue. See you in the next Pooka Pages! And remember: any weed can be a healing herb!

Evelien Roos





At this time of year, it’s easy to find empty egg cartons around.
Here are two fun ways that you can re-use and recycle them:

It’s time to plant! Turn those old
egg cartons into little seed pots!

Cut the top off the egg carton.  If it’s a Styrofoam carton,
you can save the lid to use as a drip tray for your seedlings
later.

Fill the cavities (the places where the eggs used to sit) with
moist (between dry and wet) potting soil.  Then poke a
couple of seeds in each one.  You can have the seeds be all
the same (marigolds are a good choice) or have each one
different.  If they are different though, be sure to label
them so you know who’s who later!

Slide the whole thing into an old plastic bag left over from a loaf of bread or from fresh produce at the grocery
store.   Lightly twist the end shut. Then put it in a warm sunny place.

When the seedlings are big enough to start bumping their little heads on the plastic, then take them out of the
bag.  Be sure to keep them watered until they’re ready to plant in larger pots or out in the garden.

The birds are very busy right now building nests and feeding their
babies. Help them out by making a Birdfeeder!

Cut the lid off an egg carton.  In the part where the eggs used to go,
poke four holes - one in each corner.

Cut 4 pieces of string or narrow ribbon (each about 1 ½ to 2 feet long)
and tie a knot in one end of each.  Thread a string through each hole til
the knot catches.

Gather them all up and tie them together at the top.

Then hang it on a small tree branch or from an awning and watch the
grateful little birds enjoy it!



Can you draw and name each phase of the moon?



Natalie Dussault’s
Wheel of the Year Project

Here is the 7th segment in Nathalie’s Wheel and there’s
only one more to go!
This has been an ongoing project with a new section
offered each sabbat.  When you’re done, you will have a
wonderful Wheel of the Year Plaque to hang on a wall or
place on your altar.

To get this picture at the correct size for the project, just
go to Nathalie’s album on her Facebook page and print
the picture on Full Page Size.  (You’ll also be able to get
any of the other sections you may have missed.)

https://www.facebook.com/nathydusso/media_s
et?set=a.10152031325088967.1073741830.74

1693966&type=1

To make the Wheel, you will need a board, either wood
or cardboard, that is 22 inches across.  Color and glue the round Sun/Moon picture to the center, then add the
sabbat segments around it.  When done, varnish and attach a hanger to the back.


